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Hungarian Central Bank Preview: January 2021 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision and release of Monetary Policy Report: 1300GMT/1400CEST/0800ET, Tuesday 26th 

January 2021 

 

 

MNI Point of View  
Key Policy & 1w Deposit Rates Seen Unchanged as NBH Stays Cautious 
 
 

The NBH is expected to maintain its cautious approach, keeping the key policy rate unchanged at 0.6% and the 1w 
deposit rate 15bp higher at 0.75% in line with the broad market consensus. However, more dovish factors are starting 
to creep into the NBH’s value function.   
 

Inflation has decelerated from a 3.9% Y/Y peak in August to 2.7% Y/Y in December, creating more scope for a dovish 
tilt towards 2H21 with weak inflation dynamics expected to persist in 2021. However, with core figures holding above 
target (2.7%) and HUF volatility still elevated, the NBH will likely maintain its cautious approach in the near and 
medium-term.  
 

Although the NBH will be pleased with recent HUF appreciation, the 1w deposit rate should be kept at 0.75% until 
HUF shows a meaningful shift towards greater stability or the 350 mark vs the EUR. Moreover, HUF appreciation on 
increased market risk aversion has been earmarked as the “greatest risk” to the CPI outlook - warranting “greater 
caution than usual”. This cautious tone should also be reinforced by a voiced preference for keeping  short-term rates 
at “a safe distance” from zero, as has been consistently reiterated across the MPC in recent months.   
 

Bank lending programmes and QE purchases are likely to remain at current levels (HUF 40bn/wk), and be the vehicles 
of choice for any additional easing over rate cuts, with rates broadly expected to remain unchanged until 2022. The 
NBH may also guide towards the removal or reduction of its repo operations during the course of 1Q21 (reached HUF 
4tn in Jan), given the risk of high liquidity volumes translating into downside pressure on short-term rates & Implied 
yields.    

 

Sell-Side View 

 
GS: NBH to maintain its cautious stance against an increasingly dovish backdrop, keeping rates and the 1w deposit 
rate on hold at 0.6% & 0.75%. Two-sided risks to inflation should be emphasised: relatively weak domestic & external 
demand side pressures offset by inflationary risks from the exchange rate. 2020 disinflation has been driven by non-
core factors and should see 2021 CPI come in below NBH expectations (3.5-3.6%) at 2.8-3.0% for 2021. Bond 
purchase programmes & lending schemes to provide additional support if deemed necessary to respond to the 
slowdown amid the second lockdown.   
  
Soc-Gen: NBH to maintain its cautious stance, leaving the base rate at 0.6% and pledging to keep the key 1-week 
deposit rate elevated for the near future. Core CPI ex indirect taxes expected at 2.6-2.8% in 2021, with the NBH 
seeing growing disinflationary forces from the real economy. However, “volatile” inflation developments” and downside 
risks to HUF from a rise in risk aversion should keep the NBH cautious. Asset purchases will remain at current levels 
and the NBH might discontinue the liquidity-providing repo operation with a 5y maturity at this meeting or later in 
1Q21.  
 


